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1. Waste producer
Waste generating accounting in Lithuania is regulated under Waste Generating and Management Accounting
and Reporting Rules1, Waste Management Rules2, Waste Management Act3.
Important!
When carrying out the accounting process, always follow the latest versions of the legal acts regulating the waste
generating accounting.

1.1. Who is obliged to carry out waste generating accounting?
Waste generating accounting must be carried out by economic entities that meet at least one of the criteria indicated in the Chapter II, Clause 6 of the Waste Generating and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules (according to its latest version, 02/02/2019):4
•• which are in accordance with the Rules for Issuing, Amending, and Revoking Permits for Integrated Prevention
and Control of Pollution, approved by the Minister of the Environment of the Republic of Lithuania July 15th,
2013, order no. D1-528 “On the Approval of the Rules for Issuing, Amending and Revoking the Permits for the
Integrated Prevention and Control of Pollution”, for economic activities carried out, it is necessary to obtain an
Integrated Prevention and Control of Pollution Permit or according to the Rules for Issuing, Amending and Revoking Pollution Permits, approved by the Minister of the Environment of the Republic of Lithuania March 6th,
2014, order no. D1-259 “On the Approval of the Rules for Issuing, Amending and Revoking Pollution Permits”,
for economic activities carried out must obtain a Pollution Permit and whose activities within a calendar year
generate hazardous waste (excluding hazardous municipal waste) and/or more than 6 tons of non-hazardous
waste (this amount does not include mixed municipal waste, which is specified in Chapter IV of Waste Management Rules Annex 1 (hereinafter – the list of waste), marked with waste code 20 03 01).
•• whose activities within a calendar year generate hazardous waste (excluding hazardous municipal waste) and/
or more than 12 tons non-hazardous waste (this amount does not include mixed municipal waste, marked code
20 03 01 in the list of waste).
Important!
Waste generating accounting must be carried out regardless of the amount of hazardous waste generated. There
is no minimum amount of generated hazardous waste, upon the occurrence of which the obligation to keep records of waste generating arises.
This requirement does not apply only if the company generates hazardous municipal5 waste only.
1
2
3
4
5

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
Waste Management Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.84302/asr
Waste Management Act https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.59267/asr
Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
According to Article 2 Clause 39 of the Waste Management Law, municipal waste - mixed and separately collected household (generated in the
household) waste, including paper and cardboard, glass, metals, plastic, biological, wood, textiles, packaging, electrical and electronic equipment,
batteries, and accumulators, as well as large waste, including mattresses and furniture, and waste collected from other sources similar in nature or
composition to household waste. Municipal waste does not include waste from production, health care, agriculture, forestry, fishing, septic tanks, as
well as sewage and sewage treatment waste, including sewage sludge, unusable vehicles, and construction waste.

4
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•• which carry out technical maintenance and repair of vehicles, and waste is generated during the performance
of these activities.
•• which have 10 or more employees and carry out the activities of human and/or animal health care, and/or pharmacies, preparing and/or selling medicines, and waste is generated during the performance of these activities.
•• whose activities generate oil waste.
•• which are required to carry out waste generating accounting under the Construction Waste Management
Rules approved by the Minister of the Environment of the Republic of Lithuania December 29th, 2006, order
no. D1-637 “On the Approval of the Construction Waste Management Rules”.
•• which carry out food production (preparation) activities, including hotels, motels, restaurants, cafes, other
public catering, and food production businesses and/or food trade (wholesale or retail, and other food trade
businesses) and in which more than 5 tons of public catering (food) waste and/or spoiled food waste is generated
per calendar year.
•• manufacturers and importers who use packaging for their own purposes, and who are obliged to keep records
of packaging, established procedure is outlined in the Packaging and Packaging Waste Management Rules,
approved by the Minister of the Environment of the Republic of Lithuania June 27th, 2002, order no. 348 “On
Approval of Packaging and Packaging Waste Management Rules”.

Please note
Waste generating accounting is mandatory for manufacturers and importers who use packaging for their own use,
they are obliged to carry out packaging accounting, regardless of the amount of packaging for their own use. Waste
generating accounting is mandatory even if only a few kilograms of packaging waste from packaging for their own
use is generated per year.
If you buy packaged products in Lithuania, the use of these products in your activities (unpacking) does not oblige
you to perform waste accounting, because you are neither the manufacturer nor the importer of this packaging.

Important!
State and municipal institutions that hold property assets to be transferred to the state6, when the provisions
of legal acts prohibit the realization of this property or it is recognized as waste and as a result is destroyed or
handed over to waste managers for destruction, do not have to keep records of waste generating in PPWIS.

6

In accordance with the Rules of the Ownerless, Confiscated, State Inherited, Transferred to the State, Material Evidence, Treasures and Finds,
Accounting, Storage, Realization, Return and Recognition as Waste https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.234132/asr
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1.2. Waste producer registration in PPWIS
Waste producers are registered in PPWIS column “Waste producers”, which waste producers can locate by logging in
to PPWIS (detailed information about logging in can be found in the user manual “Logging in to PPWIS”, Chapter 2).
Economic entities are obliged to register as waste producers, if they meet at least one criterion outlined in the Waste
Generating and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules7 (for detailed information refer to 1.1. “Who is obliged
to keep records of waste generating?”).
When registering a new waste producer, please select section “Waste producers” and indicate the criteria, according
to which you must carry out waste generating accounting and click “Perform” (Figure 1). This selection is required
only when registering the waste producer for the first time. At all following times, you will not need to take this
action when selecting section “Waste producers”. In the “Waste producers” section you will be directed to “Waste
generating sites” section, where you will be able to view your registered waste generating sites and register new waste
generating sites (for detailed information refer to 1.3. “Waste generating site registration in PPWIS”). Information
about registered waste management contracts can be found in section “Waste management contracts” (for detailed
information refer to 1.6. “Waste management contracts”).

Fig. 1
After registering waste producer in PPWIS, specific location of waste generating must also be registered.

7

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules, Clause 6 (refer to the latest version and clause) https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/
legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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1.3. Waste generating site registration in PPWIS
Economic entities are obliged to register all waste generating site locations, where according to the Clause 6 of the
Waste Generating and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules8 (refer to the latest version), waste generating
accounting must be carried out separately.
Waste generating site is registered in section “Waste producers” by selecting “Register” (Figure 2). This option is
available only after waste producer registration is completed (for detailed information refer to 1.2. “Waste producer
registration in PPWIS”).

Fig. 2

1.3.1. General waste generating site information
When registering new waste generating site, you will be directed to waste generating site registration form (Figure 3).

1 General information in the registration form:
“Name of waste generating site” – company or division name (required field).
Please note
Waste generating site name must be unique (within the limits of the company data) and informative. Names must
be clearly distinct from each other.
If there are more than one waste generating site of the same company, select names, which would help to identify
specific waste generating site, this will make it easier to distinguish the waste generating sites in the list.

“Beginning of accounting” – the date from which it is mandatory to carry out the waste accounting (required field).
“End of accounting” – indicated only at the end of waste generating accounting (optional field). For detailed information refer to 7. “End of waste generating accounting”.

8

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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2 Address of waste generating site:
“Municipality” and “Location” – required fields, information is selected from a drop-down list and must correspond
to the registered site, not the company’s headquarters. Fields “Street”, “House No.”, “Building” and “Flat No.” are
optional. Field “Street” is completed by selecting information from the drop-down list and can only be selected after
completing fields “Municipality” and “Location”.
Please note
Although the “Street”, “House No.”, “Building” and “Flat No.” fields are optional, this information is visible in the
transferred waste accompanying documents. If these fields are filled out, they will be visible to waste managers to
whom the waste is planned to be transferred.

3 Contacts:
All fields are required and must be provided – “Contact person”, “Phone” and “E-mail address”.
Please note
The provided contact details will be visible to waste managers and other parties in the transferred waste accompanying documents. For this reason, it is recommended to provide contacts of the employee who is responsible for
keeping records of waste generating.
Informational messages about the statuses of accompanying documents, quarterly summaries and yearly report
status changes will be sent to the e-mail address provided in this form.

8
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Fig. 3
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1.3.2. Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles activities
If you are registering a waste generating site where vehicle maintenance and repair is carried out, check the box
“Vehicle maintenance and repair is carried out at the waste generating site” („Atliekų susidarymo vietoje vykdoma
transporto priemonių techninė priežiūra ir remontas“). A field for adding a document will appear next to it, where
the activity operator will be able to attach the declaration of the Operator performing technical maintenance and
repair of vehicles9 (Figure 4).

Fig. 4

1.3.3. If waste was generated before registration in PPWIS
When an economic entity begins the waste generating accounting, all waste accumulated (kept) at the place of business must be recorded in PPWIS until the obligation has arisen for the economic entity to carry out waste generating
accounting in PPWIS. Waste is recorded using eight-digit waste codes and, where an eight-digit waste code cannot
be assigned – six-digit waste codes. You can find the complete list of waste codes in Chapter IV of Appendix 1 of the
Waste Management Rules10 (refer to the latest version).

Important!
The amount of waste accumulated (kept) at the place of waste generating before the day of the start of waste accounting must be indicated only in two cases:
– if you start to carry out waste generating accounting, because during the calendar year you began to meet one
of the criteria by which waste generating accounting must be carried out (for detailed criteria refer to 1.1. “Who
is obliged to carry out waste generating accounting?”). In this case, indicate the actual quantities of waste kept.
– if the accounting of waste generating was carried out until 31/12/2017 and it is necessary to indicate the amounts
of waste kept on 01/01/2018 (start of operation of PPWIS).

If waste was generated at place of waste generating before site registration in PPWIS, please select the option “At the
place of waste generating, there is a waste residue kept before the implementation of waste generating accounting in
PPWIS”. A field for all the residue waste will appear, where you will be able to indicate the waste by selecting each
waste from the drop-down list and marking the weight of it in tons. The full list of waste codes will be shown in the
9

10

According to the Environmental Protection Requirements for Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles (refer to the latest version) https://e-seimas.lrs.
lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.302440/asr
Waste Management Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.84302/asr
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drop-down list. In this list, select the waste residue you want to record, indicate its weight in tons (max. possible precision – 6 decimal places) and click “Add”
(Figure 5). To avoid having to search the entire list for a specific waste
code, you can enter a fragment of the waste code or waste name and you will see all the options with this specific
fragment.

Fig. 5

1.3.4. End of registration
Waste generating site registration is completed by clicking “Register” in the registration form of the waste generating
site (Figure 6).

Please note
Before completing the registration, make sure to check whether you have provided the correct information for the
waste generating site you are registering.

11
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Fig. 6
You can view the registered waste generating site by selecting “Waste producers” and “Waste generating sites” (you
will be directed to this section automatically).
If economic entity needs to register another waste generating site, in which waste generating accounting must be
carried out, select “Register” and complete the registration outlined in 1.3. “Waste generating site registration in
PPWIS” (Figure 7).
12
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Fig. 7

1.4. Waste generating site records and their correction
“Waste producers” section provides the full list of waste generating sites of the economic entity. By selecting “Preview” (Figure 8), you can view the full waste generating site information provided.

Fig. 8
If you want to edit the provided waste generating site information, select “Modify” in the waste generating site
information section (Figure 9) and you will be directed to waste generating site information data table (the option
“Remove” is visible only if there are no waste generating accounting or waste transfer accompanying documents
formed).

13
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Fig. 9
You can make the relevant corrections in the waste generating site data table, such as – change the name, the address,
the contact details, amend the initial waste residue details, waste generating accounting start and end dates, as well
as attach updated declaration of the Operator performing technical maintenance and repair of vehicles. Once you
have made the necessary corrections, click “Save” (Figure 10). For detailed information about waste generating site
data refer to 1.3.1. “General waste generating site information”.

Please note
If initial waste residues, accumulated (kept) before the start of waste generating accounting in PPWIS, were provided, it is recommended to check whether the initial waste residues are indicated correctly. You can check the
residues in the summary data column of the first accounting quarter – “Generated amount, t”.
When initial accumulated (kept) waste residue is modified without reformatting the summaries, the waste residues
in formed and approved summaries will stay unchanged, meaning the accounting might be incorrect.
For more information about summaries, their formation and cancellation refer to 5. “Formation and approval of
summary”.

14
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Fig. 10
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1.5. Waste generating site removal
A waste generating site can be removed from the list of waste generating sites if the accounting using PPWIS was not
started:
•• the formation of the waste generating accounting journal was not created;
•• none of the accompanying documents for the transfer of waste have been created.
Only if the specified criteria are met, the “Remove” option will be visible in the information section of the waste
generating location.
If you want to remove a waste generating location from the list, click “Remove” in the waste generating site information section and confirm your selection (Figure 11).

Fig. 11
Waste generating site, where waste generating accounting has been started, cannot be removed. If you want to indicate that no waste generating accounting is carried out in the waste generating site, you must amend the waste
generating site data and indicate the waste generating end of accounting date. For detailed information on editing
the data refer to 1.4. “Waste generating site records and its correction”.
In the list of waste generating sites, you will see the waste generating site, where waste generating accounting is no
longer carried out (for detailed information refer to 7. “End of waste generating accounting”). The waste generating
accounting period will be specified for this waste generating site, and you will also be able to view the waste generating accounting documents of the location, but you will no longer be able to create new documents that do not fall
within the specified accounting period.

16
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1.6. Waste management contracts
Clause 4 of the Waste Management Law11 and the Clause 7 of the Waste Management Rules12 (refer to latest versions) indicate the obligation of the waste producer to have a written contract with the waste manager regarding
the use and/or disposal of the transferred waste.
Clause 15 of the Waste Generating and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules13 indicates that the generated waste is transferred to the waste manager in accordance with the written contract on the use and/or disposal
of waste according to the procedure established in the Waste Management Rules.

Waste producer must have a written contract with the waste manager regarding the use and/or disposal of the transferred waste. Information about these contracts can be found in the “Waste management contracts” section, where
waste producer can preview the contracts with waste managers (Figure 12). Information about the contracts between
the waste producers and waste managers is entered into PPWIS to be able to carry out waste transfer procedures in
PPWIS by forming accompanying documents (for detailed information about accompanying documents refer to
3. “Waste transfer accompanying letter”).

Please note
Waste producer cannot register these contracts, waste management contracts must be registered to PPWIS by the
waste manager.
If you cannot view your existing contract – contact waste manager regarding contract registration to PPWIS.

Fig. 12

11
12
13

Waste Management Law https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.59267/asr
Waste Management Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.84302/asr
Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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To view the contract information, click “Preview” in the waste management contracts section. In the pop-up window
you can view the general information about the contract – contract number, contract object, validity period, waste
manager details, contract parties and waste transporters, if these details are provided in the contract (Figure 13).

Fig. 13

18
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2. Waste generating accounting
Chapter II of the Rules for Accounting and Reporting of Waste Generating and Management14 describes the
procedure for accounting for waste generating, and Chapter IV describes the procedure for submitting annual
waste accounting reports. The deadlines for the accounting of waste generating are indicated in Clauses 14, 19,
48 of the mentioned rules (refer to latest version).

Waste generating accounting in PPWIS begins with the creation and filling of quarterly waste generating accounting
journals (for detailed information refer to 2.2. “Waste generating accounting journal formation” and 2.3. “Waste
generating accounting journal fulfilment”. The journals record the amount of waste generated during the activity of
the economic entity and, as needed, other journal sections are completed (such as transfer of waste to a non-waste
handler, indirect transfer of municipal waste, write-off). Waste is transferred to waste managers by forming waste
transfer accompanying letters (for detailed information refer to 3. “Waste transfer accompanying letters”. At the end
of a quarter, a quarterly waste generating accounting summary is formed and approved (for detailed information
refer to 5. “Formation and approval of summary”), and at the end of a calendar year – annual waste generating accounting report is formed and approved (for detailed information refer to 6. “Annual report”).
If needed, it is possible to check the accumulated (kept) waste residue with the waste generating accounting data
recorded in PPWIS in the section “Accumulated (kept) wastes” (for detailed information refer to 4. “Accumulated
(kept) wastes after waste transfer”).

2.1. Waste generating accounting documents
Please note
When starting the waste generating accounting, make sure that you do not have accumulated (kept) waste residue
and, if you have, you have recorded them (for detailed information refer to 1.3.3. “If waste was generated before
registration in PPWIS” and 1.4. “Waste generating site records and their correction”.

Waste generating accounting documents are filled and formed in the “Waste generating accounting documents” section. You can view and fill or amend all relevant waste generating accounting documents in this section, including:
•• Waste generating accounting journals and summaries.
•• Annual waste generating accounting reports.
These documents can be filtered by the reporting year and document status (Figure 14), you can also change the
number of records displayed.

14

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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Fig. 14

2.2. Waste generating accounting journal formation
A waste accounting journal is created when the waste generating accounting begins. The waste generating accounting
journals are in the “Waste generating accounting documents” section, a new quarterly journal is created by selecting
“New journal” (Figure 15).

Fig. 15
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Please note
If you cannot create a new journal for the preferred period, make sure whether the correct accounting period is indicated. If needed, amend the start date of the waste generating accounting to include the whole period, when you
are obliged to carry out waste generating accounting (for detailed information refer to 1.4. “Waste generating site
records and its correction”.

In the pop-up window that opens, specify the year and quarter of the journal to be created and select “Create” (Figure 16).

Fig. 16
Please note
The selected reporting period must overlap for at least one day with the waste generating accounting fulfillment
period specified in the selected waste generating site.
A new journal cannot be created if a journal already exists for the selected waste generating site and selected reporting period. Search for the required quarterly journal by using the filter function or by increasing the number of
records displayed on the page.

After creating a new waste generating accounting journal, you will be directed to the “Information” section of the
created journal. It shows the general information of the waste generating accounting journal and the status history,
which shows who made changes and when (Figure 17).

22
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Fig. 17
Please note
If no waste was generated by the economic entity during the calendar quarter, you do not have to fill out the waste
generating journal, but the obligation to create a journal, and to form and approve a quarterly summary remains
(for detailed information refer to 5. “Formation and approval of summary”.

2.3. Waste generating accounting journal fulfilment
Accounting journal fulfillment and the accounting periodicity is regulated by the Waste Generating and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules15, Clauses 14, 16, 17 (refer to the latest version).
According to these Rules, the generated waste should be recorded in the journal at least once a month, and no
later than 5 working days after the end of the month or on the last day of the quarter (if the waste of the last
month of the quarter is recorded). If no waste is generated within a month, it should be recorded as soon as it is
generated (refer to the latest version of the Rules).

Waste generating accounting in PPWIS is carried out by filling in the accounting journal of waste generating, in
which all waste generated at the waste generating site must be recorded. The eight-digit waste codes specified in
Annex 1 of the Waste Management Rules are used in the accounting of waste generating (refer to the latest version).
In case the waste cannot be assigned an eight-digit waste code, a six-digit waste code is indicated.

15

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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Waste generating records are kept in section “Produced waste”, where the journal filling date is indicated, the waste
you want to record (waste code16) is selected from a drop-down list, generated waste is indicated in tons. To save the
record, click “Add”
(Figure 18). In the “Comment” section you can leave additional information about the record.

Fig. 18
Important!
When the obligation to keep records of waste generating arises, the waste producer must include all generated
waste, including mixed municipal waste (waste code 20 03 01), in the waste generating records, if it was generated
during the activities being carried out.
If the waste producer operates in rented premises, the question may arise as to who is responsible for the accounting of mixed municipal waste – the tenant or the owner of the premises. There are several options regarding
who should take the responsibility for accounting of mixed municipal waste, depending on who receives the bills
for the management of mixed municipal waste:
•

The tenant receives the invoice  the tenant declares;

•

The owner of the premises receives the invoice  distributes it among the tenants – each tenant declares
separately;

•

The owner of the premises receives the invoice and does not distribute it to the tenants  the owner of
the premises declares.

It is important to have a written agreement that stipulates that the owner of the premises does not distribute the
fee to the tenants and is responsible for accounting of mixed municipal waste.

16

A complete list of waste codes is provided in Appendix 1 of the Waste Management Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.84302/asr
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Important!
Distributors of products (electrical and electronic equipment, batteries, accumulators, tires) must accept the distributed products waste brought by residents. Distributors must account for the waste received from residents in
the product waste accounting journals they keep, so there is no need to account for this waste in PPWIS.

2.4. Transfer of waste to no waste manager
Clause 17 of the Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules17 (refer to the latest version) indicates that waste transferred to a natural or a legal person who has the right to accept this waste, but does
not manage it himself (e.g. farmers, product distributors), must be recorded in PPWIS.

In the waste generating accounting journal section “Transfer of waste to a no waste manager”, waste that is transferred to a no waste manager is recorded by providing following details – the transfer date, the relevant waste (waste
code) that is selected from the drop-down list, the transmitted amount in tons, the waste recipient, the waste usage
operation. To save the record, click “Add”
(Fig. 19). If you choose “another” waste managing activity, this activity
must be confirmed in “Another activity confirmation” field. In the “Comment” section you can leave additional information about the record.
In this section you should record the waste generated during the company’s activities, which is transferred to no
waste managers, and indicate the waste utilization activities. For example, sewage sludge can be given to farmers to
fertilize fields, wood ash can be transferred to be used in road construction. When transferring waste to no waste
managers, it is important to make sure whether this natural or legal person can accept the waste transfer18.

Fig. 19

17
18

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
Clause 4, Sewage and sludge management requirements (refer to latest version) https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.143603/asr
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2.5. Transfer of municipal waste (indirect)
The accounting of municipal waste, which is transferred to the waste manager indirectly under contracts of utilizing such waste or by paying a local fee for waste management, is recorded according to the Waste Generation
and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules19 (refer to the latest version).

In the waste generating accounting journal section “Transfer of municipal waste indirect”, municipal waste that is
transferred to the waste manager indirectly is recorded, by providing following details – the transfer date, the relevant waste (waste code) that is selected from the drop-down list, the transmitted amount in tons, the waste manager.
To save the record, click “Add”
(Fig. 20). In the “Comment” section you can leave additional information about
the record.

Please note
In this section, not only the municipal waste (indirect) is recorded, but also transfer of any other municipal waste,
e.g. paper and cardboard. If the economic entity has containers – bells and waste manager collects the waste in a
bypassing manner.

Fig. 20

19

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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Important!
In some cases, it might be challenging to determine the weight of the transferred mixed municipal waste, you
can determine it by:
•

If the invoices indicate the amount of generated mixed municipal waste in cubic meters, it can be converted to tons by applying the coefficient 0,2620 (i.e. 1 m3 corresponds to 260 kg);

•

If the amount of the generated mixed municipal waste is not known neither from the invoice, or other
documents, then this amount can be determined approximately by making calculations according to the
capacity of the company’s containers, how often it is emptied, whether it is fully filled when the waste is
taken out, how many and what kind bags are thrown into the container per week/month. The same 0,26
coefficient is applied for converting from cubic meters to tons, e.g. a 35 l (0,035 m3) waste bag fits 0,035 *
0,26 = 0,0091 tons.

To calculate the amount of the indirectly transferred mixed municipal waste more precisely, you can contact the
waste manager (collecting this waste) for a precise coefficient.

2.6. Waste write-out
Waste write-out is recorded in PPWIS by following Clause 18 of the Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules21 (refer to latest version).

In the waste generating accounting journal section “Write out”, written off waste (e.g., theft, fire, confiscation of
property in accordance with legal acts, waste lost in other ways) is recorded by providing following details – the write
down date, the relevant waste (waste code) that is selected from the drop-down list, the amount written off in tons,
the reason for the write off, the information about the event. To save the record, click “Add”
(Figure 21). In the
“Comment” section you can leave additional information about the record.

Please note
Waste producers can write off the amount of waste from an event that took place no later than in the previous calendar quarter, if they have documents proving the reason for waste write off.

20
21

According to Waste amount measurement rules (applicable from 01/05/2022) https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/lt/legalAct/487b1bc0281311ecad73e69048767e8c
Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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Fig. 21
Please note!
Waste producers cannot write off waste to clarify waste generating accounting and adjust waste residues after waste
disposal. The waste producer should adjust the amount of generated waste in the waste generating accounting
journal, according to the amount specified by the waste manager in the accompanying document, if the waste producer does not weigh the waste himself and agrees with the amount specified by the waste manager. After making
the corrections there will be no waste excess in the accounting, which does not actually exist; or negative waste
residues, indicating that more waste was transferred than was accounted for.
For detailed information on the adjustment of waste generating accounting refer to 2.7. “Editing/removing journal
records” and 2.8. “Editing and error correction of already formed journal summary”.

2.7. Editing/removing journal records
Waste generating accounting journal records can be modified only if the status of the waste generating accounting
journal is “Journal is being prepared”.
If the status of the waste generating accounting journal is “Summary under assessment” or “Summary Approved”,
the journal records cannot be modified or removed. To edit or remove the journal records you must change the
journal status to “Journal is being prepared” (for detailed information refer to 2.8. “Editing and error correction of
already formed journal summary”).

Journal records editing and removal tools:
Edit record –
Remove record –
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Additional tools, when you click “Edit journal”:
Save changes –
Cancel changes –

When you click “Edit journal”
in the waste generating accounting journal and you make any relevant changes
of the record, click “Save changes”
to save the changes you made. If you want to cancel changes, click “Cancel
changes”
to remove any changes you have made in the journal record. To delete a record in waste generating accounting journal, click “Remove”
(Figure 22).

Fig. 22
Please note
If the journal was edited, after which the summaries of subsequent quarters have already been formed and/or submitted, it is necessary to cancel, re-form and confirm all the waste generating accounting summaries for subsequent
quarters so that the waste residues calculated for the beginning and end of the quarter are updated accordingly.

Please note
The waste accounting records are not automatically arranged in chronological order and the last record added will
appear at the top of the list.
For example, if you adjust the first quarter journal, in which you recorded waste generating records for all three
months, and you remove the record for January, and then enter a waste generating record with a date in January,
the waste generating record will remain at the very top of the journal above the February and March records.
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2.8. Editing and error correction of already formed journal summary
According to Clause 21 of the Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules22 the data
of the waste generating accounting journal of the last calendar quarter, based on which the waste accounting
summary is formed, can be modified only by specifying the reason for the changes.

Waste generating accounting journal, which summary is already formed, can be modified. Waste producer can make
the necessary amendments himself. The need to edit journal, which quarterly summary is already formed, can arise,
if deficiencies are identified in the summary submitted for approval or if you notice errors in the waste generating
accounting.

Please note
Waste generating accounting journal records can be modified only if the status of the waste generating accounting
journal is “Journal is being prepared”.

To edit the waste generating accounting journal records, when its status is “Summary under assessment” or “Summary approved”, in the waste generating accounting journal section click “Edit journal” (Figure 23).

Fig. 23
In the pop-up window, to confirm click “Yes” (Figure 24).

Fig. 24
22

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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When “Edit journal” is confirmed, the waste generating accounting journal status will change to “Journal is being
prepared” and you will be able to make record corrections. For detailed information refer to 2.7. “Editing/removing
journal records”.
When journal records corrections are made, you must re-form and approve the summary. For detailed information
refer to 5.1. “Summary formation” and 5.2. “Summary approval”.

Please note
If the journal was edited, after which the summaries of subsequent quarters have already been formed and/or
submitted, it is necessary to re-form and confirm all the waste generating accounting summaries for subsequent
quarters so that the waste residues calculated for the beginning and end of the quarter are updated accordingly.

3. Waste transfer accompanying letters
3.1. Accompanying letters
Clause 45 of the Waste Management Rules23 (refer to latest version) regulates the formation of accompanying
letters, when waste producer is obliged to carry out waste generating accounting in PPWIS, and waste recipient
is waste manager. In this case, the accompanying letter can be prepared by waste producer or the waste manager,
indicating the relevant waste transfer information in the letter. Until the waste is transported, waste consignor
can modify accompanying letter data (e.g. waste transporter data, indication on waste weighing). If waste consignor weighs the transferred waste himself, before the waste is transported, using PPWIS indicates the weight of
each waste in the accompanying letter.

All transferred waste accompanying letters can be viewed in “Accompanying letter” section, along with accompanying letter numbers and other relevant information – accompanying letter status, the waste recipient, the planned
transfer date, and the date of receipt. Accompanying letters can be sorted by selected criteria. To view the details of a
specific accompanying letter, click “Preview” (Figure 25).

Please note
Transfer of mixed municipal waste is recorded in the waste generating journal section “Transfer of municipal waste
(indirect)”, and not by creating accompanying letters.
For detailed information about mixed municipal waste refer to 2.5. “Transfer of municipal waste (indirect)”.

23

Waste Management Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.84302/asr
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3.2. Accompanying letter formation
Accompanying letters are formed in section “Waste producers” by selecting a specific waste generating site and selecting section “Accompanying letter”.
Accompanying letters can be formed by waste producers (waste consignor) or waste manager (waste recipient). Only
waste producer can initiate waste shipping.

Please note
Waste producer’s transferred waste accompanying letter can be formed on the day of the transfer until the planned
factual waste shipping the latest. Accompanying letters cannot be backdated.
New accompanying letter is formed in “Accompanying letter” section by clicking “Prepare accompanying letter”
(Figure 25).

Fig. 25
In the pop-up window, choose “Transferred waste’s accompanying letter of waste producer, which performs waste
generation accounting” and click “Prepare” (Figure 26). Other options are not available to waste producer.
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Fig. 26
In the “Preparing accompanying letter” window, click “Prepare accompanying letter”
and continue to form the
accompanying letter. If you want to remove an accompanying letter, click “Remove accompanying letter”
and the
letter will be removed (Figure 27).

Fig. 27
By selecting “Prepare accompanying letter”
, you will be directed to accompanying letter’s section “General information” (Figure 28). In this section, you can preview the general information of the letter, including the planned
transfer date, waste consignor, waste recipient and waste transporter.
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Fig. 28
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3.2.1. General accompanying letter information
In the accompanying letter section “General information” field “Planned transfer date” indicate the planned waste
transfer date, fields “Bill of lading ROIK” and “Comment” are optional. The fields for “Waste consignor” are filled out
automatically (Figure 29).

Please note
“Planned transfer date” is a date, when you plan to transfer your waste to waste manager, it cannot be a passed
date. Common mistake – the date of the accompanying letter formation or the shipping date agreed with the waste
manager is input.

Fig. 29
In the accompanying letter, waste recipient is the waste manager, to whom the waste is planned to be transferred.
From the list of waste generating contracts select the relevant contract with the waste manager, to whom you plan
to transfer the waste, indicate the waste management site and its address (this field is filled out automatically, when
the waste management site is selected) (Figure 30). You must know the waste management site before you form the
accompanying letter, as this information is important for completing the next steps of the accompanying letter formation.
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Please note
If you cannot locate the specific contract with the waste manager, to whom you plan to transfer waste, in the list of
contracts – contact the waste manager’s representative regarding the contract registration in PPWIS. For detailed
information refer to 1.6. “Waste management contracts”.
Please note
If you do not know the exact waste management site your waste will be transferred to – this information can be
clarified by waste manager, to whom you plan to transfer waste.

Fig. 30
Select the relevant waste transporter and depending on your selection, indicate the relevant information (Figure 31).

Fig. 31
Please note
Hazardous waste transporter can only be a company registered with the State register of waste handlers (ATVR 24)
and has drivers, who are fully trained to handle hazardous waste. For carrying nonhazardous waste, this requirement is not applied, the waste can be transported by logistics companies not registered with the State register.

24

State register of waste handlers https://atvr.aplinka.lt/
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If you want to finish formulating the accompanying letter at a later time, click “Save” and the accompanying letter
will be saved. You will be able to edit and complete it later. When an accompanying letter is saved, it is not visible to
other parties. By clicking “Close”, no accompanying letter data will be saved (Figure 32).

3.2.2. Transmitted waste description
In the accompanying letter section “Transmitted waste”, from the drop-down list select the waste (waste code) and
click “Add”
, indicate all waste codes of all wastes to be transferred.
If you weigh the transferred waste yourself, select the “Waste consignor weighs the transferred waste himself” option,
if you don’t weigh the transferred waste yourself, select the “Waste consignor no weighs the transferred waste” option
(Figure 32).

Fig. 32
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Please note
The accompanying note should include all waste planned to be transferred.
If too many codes are indicated in the accompanying letter (additionally indicated not transferred waste codes),
waste manager will not be able to indicate “null” received waste amount, and the accompanying letter will need to
be cancelled and re-formed.
If not all waste to be transferred will be indicated in the accompanying letter, additional accompanying letters will
need to be formed to record them.
If you want to finish formulating the accompanying letter at a later time, click “Save” and the accompanying letter
will be saved. You will be able to edit and complete it later. When an accompanying letter is saved, it is not visible to
other parties. By clicking “Close”, no accompanying letter data will be saved (Figure 32).
Once all the relevant information is filled out, click “Prepare” (Figure 32) to form the accompanying letter. When
this step is completed, the letter becomes visible to all parties indicated and you will not be able to modify the letter.
If waste brokers/distributors are participating in the waste transfer, they must be indicated in the accompanying
letter before it is completed.

3.2.3. Waste brokers/distributors
In the accompanying letter section “Broker/waste distributor” indicate brokers or waste distributors if they participate in the transfer of the waste (Figure 33).
If you want to finish formulating the accompanying letter at a later time, click “Save” and the accompanying letter
will be saved. You will be able to edit and complete it later. When an accompanying letter is saved, it is not visible to
other parties. By clicking “Close”, no accompanying letter data will be saved (Figure 33).
Once all the relevant information is filled out, click “Prepare” (Figure 33) to form the accompanying letter. When this
step is completed, the letter becomes visible to all parties indicated and you will not be able to modify the letter.

Fig. 33
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3.3. Waste transportation and accompanying letter cancellation
Clause 45 of the Waste Management Rules25 regulates that waste cannot be transported until the waste consignor
has not changed the status of the accompanying letter to “Execute transportation” in PPWIS (refer to the latest
version).

Waste transportation is initiated when “Initiate transportation” is selected in the accompanying letter
(Figure 34)
and clicking “Execute transportation” (Figure 35). When the status of the accompanying letter changes to “Execute
transportation”, waste producer will not be able to change any accompanying letter statuses. When accompanying
letter is set to this status, only the waste recipient (waste manager) can make changes (e.g., fill out the weight of the
received waste and confirm transportation or cancel transportation.

Please note
If you weigh the transferred waste yourself, before clicking “Execute transportation” you will be required to fill out
the amount of the transferred waste (Figure 35).

Fig. 34

25

Waste Management Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.84302/asr
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Fig. 35
If you want to cancel the formed accompanying letter (when its status is “Accompanying letter formed”), click “Cancel
transportation”
(Figure 36) and the status will change to “Cancelled transportation”. Cancelled accompanying
letter cannot be used. If you want to transfer the waste indicated in the cancelled letter, you must form a new accompanying letter. For detailed information refer to 3.6. “Formation of accompanying letter based on a previous letter”
or 3.2. “Accompanying letter formation”.

Fig. 36
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3.4. Accompanying letter return for revision
When waste recipient indicates the weight of the received waste and confirms the receipt of waste, the accompanying
letter status changes to “Transporting performed. Needs confirmation from consignor”. If you noticed that the waste
manager indicated wrong transferred waste weight, return the accompanying letter for revision by clicking “Return
accompanying letter for revision” . The status of the letter will change back to “Execute transportation” (Figure
37). Waste manager will need to re-confirm the receipt of waste and you will need to re-execute the transportation.
For detailed information refer to 3.5. “Fulfillment of waste transportation”.

Fig. 37

3.5. Fulfillment of waste transportation
Clauses 45, 48 of the Waste Management Rules26 regulates the activities when the waste transportation is completed. According to these rules, waste recipient must indicate the weight of each waste received. Waste consignor
is automatically informed about this action – he can confirm the weight indicated in the accompanying letter
weighed by the waste recipient, return it for revision or cancel the transportation.

When waste manager (waste recipient) indicates the weight of the received waste and confirms the receipt of waste,
the accompanying letter status changes to “Transporting performed. Needs confirmation from consignor”. You can
confirm the transportation, by clicking “Confirm”
(Figure 38).

Fig. 38

26

Waste Management Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.84302/asr
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In the “Finish of shipment” window, click “Confirm” to execute the shipment. The accompanying letter status will
change to “Transporting ended” (Figure 39).

Fig. 39
Please note
Before confirming the “Finish of shipment” make sure to check the waste manager’s provided transferred waste
weights and consider if the indicated amount is correct, and whether no errors were made (e.g., weight is indicated
in kilograms, not tons).
In waste producer’s report, the transferred waste weight (in accompanying letter “Accepted (weighed) amount of
waste, t”) will be recorded as provided by the waste manager and confirmed by waste producer (you).
If the weight in the accompanying letter slightly differs and waste producer accepts the waste recipient’s indicated
amount, waste producer should adjust the amount of waste in the waste generating accounting journal accordingly.
After making the mentioned corrections there will be no waste excess in the accounting, which does not actually
exist; or negative waste residues, indicating that more waste was transferred than was accounted for.
Regardless of whether the waste producers weigh the transferred waste or not, the waste must be accounted for at
the frequency specified in the legal acts and before the waste is transported.
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3.6. Formation of accompanying letter based on a previous letter
The transferred waste accompanying letter can be prepared based on the data of the previously prepared accompanying letter, when all the information of the previously prepared accompanying letter is automatically transferred to
the newly formed accompanying letter.
To initiate the formation of accompanying letter based on a previous letter, click “Create new letter”

(Figure 40).

Fig. 40
In the “Confirm creating of a new accompanying letter” window, click “Prepare accompanying letter” (Figure 41).

Fig. 41
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A new accompanying letter “Preparing accompanying letter” window will open, in which you will see the general
information of the previous accompanying letter, based on which you will be able to form a new accompanying
letter. However a new accompanying letter number will be created and the planned transfer date field will not be
filled out. Click “Prepare letter”
(Figure 42) and continue formulating the letter by following the steps outlined
in 3.2. “Accompanying letter formation”.

Fig. 42

3.7. Printing and saving of the accompanying letter
Transferred waste accompanying letters are visible to waste producers in the waste management site section “Accompanying letter”, where you can find all previously formed transferred waste accompanying letters and preview their
information.
If required, the transferred waste accompanying letters can be printed out or saved in your device in PDF format.
To initiate the printing of accompanying letter, click “Print”

(Figure 43).

Fig. 43
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In the pop-up window, select the preferred printer and click “Print” (Figure 44).

Fig. 44
To save the accompanying letter on your device, click “Print”
PDF” and click “Save” (Figure 45).

(Figure 44). In the pop-up window click “Save as

Fig. 45
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3.8. Accompanying letter history of statuses
The full accompanying letter history of statuses can be viewed by clicking “History”
will see the full history of statuses, who and when made changes (Figure 46).

. In the pop-up window you

Fig. 46

4. Accumulated (kept) wastes after waste transfer
In the section “Accumulated (kept) wastes” you can view the current wastes kept on site, recorded in PPWIS.
Before reviewing the waste residue, click “Refresh” – when refreshed, all accumulated (kept) waste on site can be
viewed, according to PPWIS data (Figure 47).

Fig. 47
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Before refreshing the accumulated (kept) waste residue, make sure that all transferred waste accompanying letters
statutes are updated to “Transporting ended”, only then the waste amounts will be transferred to waste manager.
If there are accompanying letters, which statuses are “Executing transporting” or “Transporting performed. Needs
confirmation from consignor”, waste amounts indicated in these accompanying letters are not transferred to waste
manager.

Please note
Negative accumulated (kept) waste residues shows that waste generating accounting is carried out incorrectly (Figure 48).
Negative accumulated (kept) waste residue or waste excess, which is not factually kept at the site means that waste
generating accounting is carried out incorrectly.
Regarding negative waste amount – please consider whether the waste amount indicated in the transferred waste
accompanying letters is not larger than accumulated waste indicated in the journals. This can affect the negative
waste residue amounts in PPWIS.
Regarding excess waste, which is not factually kept – please consider whether accumulated waste is recorded correctly, i.e. whether transferred waste amount indicated by the recipient is not smaller
In case of discrepancies between the waste residues specified in PPWIS and the actual amount of waste at the site,
it is necessary to make a correction of the waste accounting and correct the discrepancies. For detailed information
refer to 2. “Waste generating accounting”.

Fig. 48
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5. Summary formation and approval
5.1. Summary formation
Clauses 19, 20 of the Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules27 regulate the periods
for waste generating accounting summary formation and approval (refer to the latest version). At the end of the
calendar quarter, the person responsible for the waste generating accounting at the company, company’s structural division (its branches, representative offices) or separate company’s departments must form and approve
the waste generating accounting summary in PPWIS, no later than within 15 calendar days from the end of the
quarter.

The quarterly summary of the waste generating accounting is formed after the end of the quarter by filling out
the waste generating journal and making sure that the status of all reporting quarters and previous accompanying
letters is “Transporting ended” or “Transporting cancelled”. The summary can be formed in the waste generating
accounting journal, click “Form summary” (Figure 49) to initiate.

Please note
Before forming the summary, make sure to check the following:
•

Waste generating journal is filled out correctly.

•

No corrections will be made to the last accounting quarter.

•

All accompanying letters, which “Date of receipt” falls in the quarter you’re formulating, statuses are set to
“Transporting ended”.

It is recommended to cancel all cover letters that have been created but are no longer needed.

Fig. 49

27

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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In the “Form summary” window, click “Yes” (figure 50).

Fig. 50
When you initiate the formation of the summary, you will not be able to modify waste generating accounting journal
records, and the journal’s status will change to “Summary is being formed” (Figure 51).

Fig. 51
When the waste generating accounting summary is formed, you can view it in the section “Summary” and the journal’s status is changed to “Summary formed” (Figure 52). Now you will be able to modify the accounting journal by
clicking “Edit journal”. For detailed information refer to 2.8. “Editing and error correction of already formed journal
summary”.

Fig. 52
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In the quarterly waste accounting summary, you will be able to view the following information – code and name
of waste, balances at the beginning/end of the year and the generated amount, the amount transmitted (Figure 53).

Fig. 53

5.2. Summary approval
Summary is approved in the section “Summary” of the waste generating accounting journal by clicking “Approve
summary” (Figure 54).

Fig. 54
In the pop-up window, click “Approve” to confirm the summary (Figure 55).

Fig. 55
If PPWIS does not detect any deficiencies, the journal’s status will update to “Summary approved” (Figure 56). For
detailed information about deficiencies refer to 5.4. “Deficiencies identified”.
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Fig. 56

5.3. Summary approval delay
If there is a delay in approving the waste generating accounting summary, you will have to indicate the reason for the
delay when approving the summary. Enter the reason for the delay and select “Approve” (Figure 57).

Fig. 57

5.4. Deficiencies identified
After the waste generating accounting summary is formed, the document status changes to “Summary formed”. If
PPWIS identifies deficiencies in the submitted for approval summary, the document status changes to “Deficiencies
identified” and an additional section “Deficiencies identified” (Figure 58).

Fig. 58
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In “Deficiencies identified” section you can view the information about the identified deficiencies (Figure 59).

Fig.59

6. Annual report
6.1. Annual waste generating accounting report formation
Annual reports of waste generation accounting for the previous calendar year are formed using PPWIS. All
accounting data on waste generation or management is transferred to annual reports automatically from waste
generating accounting journals and waste transport delivery notes.
The annual report of waste generating for the previous calendar year is submitted in PPWIS by April 1st of each
year. If no waste was generated during the reporting year, the company or its separate division shall submit the
annual waste generating report, which PPWIS forms, with the latest available data on waste balances, by the
deadline specified in above.
The company must submit the annual waste accounting report using PPWIS before the termination of its activities, or until the de-registration of its activities. If the company ceases its activities or is de-registered during the
year, the annual report of waste generating accounting is submitted for the period when the company was still
operating.
The operator performing maintenance and repair of vehicles submits the annual report of waste generating accounting and the declaration of the operator performing technical maintenance and repair of vehicles in PPWIS.
If the data, that must be specified in the declaration, changes the operator must correct the declaration and
submit it together with the annual report of waste generating accounting for the previous year in PPWIS. For
detailed information refer to 1.3.2 “Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles activities”.
These requirements are outlined in Clauses 47, 57, 59 of the Waste Generation and Management Accounting and
Reporting Rules28.

28

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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Annual waste generating accounting report should be formed only after you check that summaries of all quarters
are filled out with correct information and their status is “Summary approved”. The annual report29 is formed in the
“Waste generating accounting documents” section by clicking “New annual report” (Figure 60).

Fig. 60
In the pop-up window, click “Create” to form new annual report (Figure 61).

Fig. 61
The waste generating accounting report for the selected year will begin to form, the status of the report will change
to “Formed”, and a new “Report” section will appear (Figure 62).

Fig. 62
29

Annual waste generation accounting report formation and approval periods are outlined in Clause 48 of the Waste Generation and Management
Accounting and Reporting Rules (refer to the latest version) https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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The report section “Produced waste” shows waste generating accounting information for the reporting year and
includes – waste balances at the beginning and end of the period, the amount of waste generated and transferred
(Figure 63).

Fig. 63

In the “Waste transmitted for waste manager” section of the report, information about the amounts of waste transferred to waste managers, sorted by waste codes (Figure 64), is provided.

Fig. 64
Please note
Only one relevant waste generating accounting report can exist for the selected waste generating site and the selected
reporting year.
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Please note
Before starting to form the annual report, make sure that all statuses of the quarterly accounting journal summaries are set to “Summary approved”. If this step is not completed, you will not be able to form the annual report
(Figure 65).
If waste producer ceases his activities during the year, then the annual report is submitted after operations are
discontinued. In this case, the report is submitted after the quarterly summaries, during which the operations were
ongoing, are formed and approved – from the start of the year until the termination of the operations (end of accounting).
If waste producer began activities during the year, then the report is submitted after summaries, during which the
waste generating accounting was carried out are formed and approved – from the accounting start date until the
end of the year.

Fig. 65

6.2. Annual waste generating accounting report submitting for assessment
The annual report of the waste generating accounting can be viewed by clicking “Submit” in the formed “Report”
section (Figure 66).

Fig. 66
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In the pop-up window, click “Submit” to confirm (Figure 67).

Please note
Before submitting the annual report, make sure that the annual report is formed correctly, i.e., whether data in the
annual report corresponds to data in the relevant quarterly summaries, e.g. waste balance at the start with the Q1
waste balance at the start, balance at the end with the Q4 balance at the end. If you notice that these numbers do
not match – re-form the quarterly summaries and re-form the annual report.

Fig. 67
After submitting the annual waste generating accounting report for approval, the status of the report changes to
“Submitted for assessment” (Figure 68).

Fig. 68
Please note
The waste generating accounting report is evaluated by the specialists of the Environmental Protection Agency.
After additional analysis is carried out, the status of the waste generating accounting report can be changed to
“Accepted” or “Not accepted”.
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6.3. Annual report not accepted
If the annual waste generating accounting report does not match requirements, the report is not accepted. As a
result, an informational notice is sent to the company using PPWIS, along with indication of the deficiencies and/
or inaccuracies that must be amended in the annual waste generating report.
The company must eliminate the deficiencies and/or inaccuracies identified in the annual waste generating report and re-submit it no later than within 20 working days from the day of receiving the informational notice.
If the deficiencies indicated in the annual waste generating accounting report are not the company fault and
the company cannot eliminate these deficiencies, when re-submitting the annual waste generating accounting
report, the company must inform the Environmental Protection Agency about this via PPWISS or by e-mail and
provide supporting documents.
These requirements are outlined in Clauses 51, 52, 55 of the Waste Generation and Management Accounting and
Reporting Rules30 (refer to the latest version).

The submitted annual waste generating report may not be accepted if deficiencies are identified in the report – the
status of the report will change to “Not accepted” and in the comments section you will see the reason why the report
was not accepted (Figure 69).

Fig. 69

30

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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6.4. Annual report editing
To clarify the data of the annual waste generating accounting report, the company must correct the data in the
waste generating accounting journals, form new waste generating accounting summaries and re-submit the annual waste generating accounting report. When making changes in the waste generating accounting journals, it
is necessary to indicate the reason for making these changes in PPWIS.
This requirement is outlined in Clause 58 of the Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting
Rules31 (refer to the latest version).

The economic entity can adjust the annual waste generating accounting report by himself if the status of the report is
“Formed”, “Not accepted” or “Accepted”. The annual report is adjusted by making the necessary changes in the waste
generating accounting journals and re-confirming the quarterly summaries and re-submitting the annual report.
If the status of the annual waste generating accounting report is “Submitted for assessment”, the waste producer
will not be able to adjust the report. The waste producer must refer to the Environmental Protection Agency for the
possibility of correcting the annual report submitted for evaluation. The status of the annual report returned for
correction will change to “Not Accepted” and the necessary corrections can then be made.
In the annual waste generating accounting report, errors are corrected, and other amendments are made by adjusting
the waste generating accounting journals of the relevant quarters. For detailed information refer to 2.7. “Editing/
removing journal records”.
After corrections are made, re-from and re-approve the quarterly waste generating accounting summaries, then reform and re-approve the annual report. For detailed information refer to 5.1. “Summary formation” and 5.2. “Summary approval”, 6.1. “Annual waste generating accounting report formation” and 6.2. “Annual waste generating
accounting report submitting for assessment”.

31

Waste Generation and Management Accounting and Reporting Rules https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.398698/asr
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7. End of waste generating accounting
The accounting of waste generation in PPWIS can be ended if:
•• the activities, due to which the company/division/department was obliged to carry out waste accounting, are
ceased (refer to 1.1. “Who is obliged to carry out waste generating accounting?”)
•• the economic entity’s operations are discontinued.

At the end of the waste generating accounting, the following steps in PPWIS must be completed:
1. Accumulated (kept) waste transferred and transferred waste accompanying letters completed (not relevant
letters – cancelled).
2. Relevant quarterly waste generating accounting summaries formed and approved.
3. Annual waste generating accounting reports for the entire waste generating accounting period and each specific waste generating site – formed and approved. For detailed information refer to 6.1. “Annual waste generating accounting report formation” and 6.2. “Annual waste generating accounting report submitting for
assessment”.
4. The end of waste generating accounting in waste generating site data is indicated. For detailed information
refer to 1.4. “Waste generating site records and their correction”.

In the list of waste generating sites, you will be able to view a waste generating site where waste generating accounting
is no longer carried out. The waste generating accounting fulfillment period will be indicated for this waste generating
site, you will also be able to view the waste generating accounting documents of the site, but you will no longer be
able to create new accounting documents that are no longer fall within the accounting fulfillment period (Figure 69).

Fig. 70
Please note
Make sure that in the event of termination of activities, no residual waste that has not been transferred to a waste
manager is left in PPWIS (this can be checked in the “Accumulated (kept) waste” section, for detailed information
refer to 4. “Accumulated (kept) wastes after waste transfer“) and the residue waste is not reflected in the formed
annual waste generating accounting report.
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